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A square matrix with entries +k 1 is called a modular Hadamard matrix if the 
inner product of each two distinct row vectors is a multiple of some fixed 
(positive) integer. This paper initiates the study of modular Hadamard matrices 
and the combinatorial designs associated with them. The related combinatorial 
designs are the main concern of this paper; some results dealing with the exist- 
ence and construction of modular Hadamard matrices will be included in a 
later paper. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
An h by h matrix H with entries &l is called a modular Hadamard 
matrix if the inner product of any two distinct row vectors is a multiple of 
a fixed (positive) integer n; that is, any two distinct row vectors are “ortho- 
gonal modulo n.” Such a matrix will be referred to as an H(n, h) matrix, 
with parameters n and h. With this notation, an ordinary Hadamard 
matrix of order h will be an H(0, h) matrix. The cases u = 1 or h = 1 are 
trivial, and are eliminated from further consideration. It is clear that H is 
an H(0, h) matrix if and only if it is an H(n, h) matrix for all n. Also, if H 
is an H(n, h) matrix, then it is an H(d, h) matrix for any divisor d of n. 
When h -C n, an H(n, h) matrix must be an H(0, h) matrix; and, if h = n, 
then the h by h matrix having all entries equal to +l is an H(n, h) matrix. 
Thus, the existence of H(n, h) matrices is interesting only when h is greater 
than n. 
The notation used in this paper is explained in Section 2, which also 
contains some preliminary results. If H is an H(n, h) matrix with n and h 
relatively prime, and h is odd, then it will be shown that h must be a 
quadratic residue of n. This motivated the consideration of H(4q + 1, h) 
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and ZZ(4q + 3, h) matrices for certain values of h. These results, as well as 
others dealing with the construction and existence of some classes of 
H(n, h) matrices, are planned for inclusion in a later paper.l The approach 
utilized in studying these matrices is that of associating (in a natural way) 
with each such matrix the incidence matrix of a combinatorial design. 
Thus, this method is similar to that which establishes a connection between 
ZZ(0, 4t) matrices and (4t - 1, 2t - 1, I - I)-designs, where t > 2. 
The study of ZZ(4q + 1, h) and H(4q + 3, h) matrices led to the con- 
sideration of two new combinatorial designs, herein called “pseudo 
(a, k, h)-designs” and “(m, u, k, , h, , k, , h, ,J; Q-designs.” The results 
obtained concerning these designs are presented in Sections 3 and 4 of this 
paper. Some of these results are similar to those given by Ryser in a recent 
paper [4]. Thus, it will be shown that the incidence matrix of a pseudo 
(u, k, h)-design having uh # k2 has two distinct column sums, and a best 
possible upper bound for the number of subsets in terms of the number of 
elements in an (m, v, k, , h, , k, , h, ,,f, &)-design will be obtained. It will 
be shown that, when k = 2h, the existence of a pseudo (v, k, X)-design is 
equivalent to the existence of a (v’, k’, h/)-design. Moreover, all pseudo 
(v, k, h)-designs will be determined for h = 1. After this work was com- 
pleted, it was learned that there is some overlap between the material 
presented in Section 3 of this paper and in the doctoral dissertations by 
W. G. Bridges at the California Institute of Technology, and 
D. R. Woodall at the University of Nottingham, England. A paper by 
Woodall [5] has appeared in print. The referee has observed that some 
work of Majumdar2 is related to Theorem 4.1 below. Comments from 
the referee were helpful in writing the present paper. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper J will denote the matrix having all its entries 
equal to + 1, and Z will denote the identity matrix. Subscripts will be used 
whenever it is necessary or convenient to emphasize the order of a matrix; 
for example, A,,, will be an m by n matrix and A, a square matrix of 
order m. The transpose of the matrix A will be AT. If A = [uij] and 
B = [&I, then A = B (mod n) will mean aii = bii (mod n) for every pair 
i, j. Thus, a matrix Hh with entries f 1 is an H(n, h) matrix if and only 
if HHT == hZ (mod n), If vr, 72 are row vectors of a matrix, then Q 0 r), 
will denote their usual inner product. The greatest common divisor of two 
integers u and b will be written &{a, b}. Finally, 2 will denote the ring of 
1 This paper has been published [6]. 
2 Majumdar, Ann. Math. Statist. 24 11953), 377-389. 
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integers, and j X / will denote the cardinality of the set X. The incidence 
matrix A,,, = [Q] of a combinatorial design consisting of subsets 
X 1 ,. .., X, of a set X = {x, ,. . ., x,} is defined by taking aij = 1 if xi E Xi 
andaij = Oifxj$Xi. 
Multiplying the elements of any column of an H(n, h) matrix by - 1 
preserves the property of orthogonality modulo n. Hence, it is possible to 
assume the elements of the first row of a modular Hadamard matrix to be 
all +l’s. When this is done, such an H(n, h) matrix will be considered to 
be in “standard form.” 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Hh be a (1, - I)-matrix having the first row con- 
sisting of all + 1’s. For each i, j = 2 ,..., h let ki denote the number of + l’s in 
the i-th row, and let hij denote the number of times the i-th and j-th rows 
have a +1 in the same column, i # j. Then necessary and suficient con- 
ditions that H be an H(n, h) matrix are 
2ki = h (mod 4, 
4X,, = h (mod n). 
(2.1) 
If H is an H(n, h) matrix, then H is in standard form. For i = 2,..., h, 
each row vector 7i of H is orthogonal (mod n) to & , the first row vector 
of H. This gives 2ki = h (mod n) for i = 2 ,..., h. For i, j > 2, i # j, 
qi 0 ~j = h - 2ki - 2kj + 4&j which must be divisible by n, yielding 
4hii = h (mod n). 
Conversely, assuming the congruences (2.1) hold, 
pi 0 Tj = h - 2k, - 2kj + 4X,, E 0 (mod n), 
and Q 0 JIVh = 2ki - h = 0 (mod n). Thus His an H(n, h) matrix. 
COROLLARY 2.1. A necessary condition for the existence of an H(n, h) 
matrix when n is even is that h be even. If n = 0 (mod 4) and an H(n, h) 
matrix exists, then h = 0 (mod 4). 
If H is an H(n, h) matrix and Q , Q , r), are any 3 distinct row vectors 
of H, then (v)~ + Q) 0 (Q + Q) = h (mod n). Because Q + Q and 
q1 + r/S have only 0,2, and -2 as entries, there exists t E Z such that 
(Q + 7.J 0 (Q + r/9) = 4t. Hence h = 4t (mod n), and a necessary 
condition for the existence of an H(n, h) matrix with h > 3 is that gcd(4, n} 
divides h. It is noted that Corollary 2.1 also follows from these 
observations. 
If H is an H(n, h) matrix, then (det H)2 = h* (mod n). Consequently, 
if gcd{n, h) = 1, and h is odd, then h is a quadratic residue of n. These 
results are summarized in the following: 
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THEOREM 2.2. Each of the following is a necessary condition for the 
existence of an H(n, h) matrix: (I) ifh > 3, then h = 4t (mod n) for some 
t E Z, and (2) if gcd{n, h} = 1, and h is odd, then h is a quadratic residue 
(mod n). 
3. PSEUDO (v, k, h)-DESIGNS 
The combinatorial design which is considered in this section is one of 
two (the other one is considered in Section 4) which were suggested during 
the course of study of H(4q + 1, h) and H(4q + 3, h) matrices. This 
particular design is quite interesting, since it is “almost” (its incidence 
matrix lacks one row) a (a, k, A)-design. 
Let X = {x1 ,..., x,}, and let X1 ,..., A’,-, be subsets of X. The subsets 
x 1 ,..., XV-, are said to form a pseudo (v, k, A)-design if 
I xi I = k, for i = l,..., v - 1, 
j xi n xj 1 = A, for i # j, 
and 
O<X<k<v. 
Let B, be the matrix obtained from the incidence matrix A of a pseudo 
(v, k, A)-design by adjoining a last row of all + 1’s. Then 
(det B)2 = (det BBT) = (k - )oU-2 (vt - (v - 1) k2), 
where t = k + h(v - 2). This yields: 
THEOREM 3.1. Each of the following is a necessary condition for the 
existence of a pseudo (v, k, X)-design: (1) if v is even, then vt - (v - 1) k2 
must be a square, and (2) ifv is odd, then (k - h)(vt - (v - 1) k2) must be 
a square, where t = k + h(v - 2). 
Now, if vt - (v - 1) k2 = 0, then v - 1 must divide t, which implies 
that v - 1 must divide k - A. Since 0 < h -=c k < v, this is impossible, 
and, consequently, det B # 0. If the column sums of A are denoted by 
Sl ,..', s, , then B is the coefficient matrix of the linear system of v equations 
in v unknowns given, in matrix form, by 
(3.1) 
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Let Bu) be the matrix obtained by replacing the i-th column of B by the 
column of constants in (3.1). Let Qti) be the permutation matrix that inter- 
changes the first and i-th columns of B ti). Let Pi) be the permutation 
matrix which leaves the + 1 in the last row of the i-th column of Bfi) alone, 
and places the remaining si +1’s in the i-th column in the first si rows. 
Writing C = pWBWQW 9 it follows by Cramer’s rule that 
3.2 = 2 
det(B”‘(Bu’)r) = det(CCr) 
det(BBT) det(BBT) ’ (3.2) 
From the properties of B and the symmetry in the system of equations, 
every si must be a root of equation (3.2). Replacing si by s and evaluating 
the determinants in this equation yields that s must satisfy 
s2(uX - k2) + s(u(k2 - t) + k(k - 2h)) + (k - A)@ - l)(t - k2) = 0. (3.3) 
The incidence matrix A of a pseudo (0, k, A)-design must have more 
than one column sum; hence, when vh # k2, it follows from equation (3.3) 
that A must have exactly two distinct column sums. If vh = k2, then 
equation (3.3) forces k = 2h; it will be shown that these designs are 
equivalent to (u’, k’, X)-designs. 
By deleting one row from the incidence matrix of a (v, k, X)-design, one 
obtains an incidence matrix of a pseudo (v, k, A)-design. The two column 
sumsarekandk - 1. 
It is assumed, without loss of generality, that the k +1’s in the first 
row of the incidence matrix of a (u, k, @design occur in the first k columns. 
In such a matrix, replacing each of the first k columns by its complement 
(interchanging O’s and +1’s) and deleting the resulting first row of all O’s 
gives the incidence matrix of a pseudo (v, 2(k - A), k - A)-design. 
Now, let A be the incidence matrix of a pseudo (v, k = 2X, A)-design. 
Then t = VA and (3.3) becomes 
syv - 4X) + su(4h - u) + h(u - l)(V - 4h) = 0. (3.4) 
When v = 4h, augmenting A by an initial row of + l’s and replacing all 
O’s by - l’s results in an H(0, 4X) matrix. This establishes: 
THEOREM 3.2. H(0, 4h) matrices, (4X - 1, 2h - 1, h - I)-designs, and 
pseudo (4X, 2h, A)-designs coexist. 
Now suppose v # 4h, then (3.4) becomes 
s2-sSU+h(u-l)=O, 
and solving for s yields the following result: 
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THEOREM 3.3. A necessary condition for the existence of a pseudo 
(v # 4X, k = 2h, X)-design is that v2 - 4h(v - 1) be a square. 
Let ~9 - 4h(u - I) = D2, then the two column sums of A are (v + D)/2 
and (V - D)/2. Without loss of generality, it will be assumed that each of 
the first c columns of A has (v + D)/2 as its sum and each of the remaining 
v - c columns has (v - D)/2 as its sum. Counting the number of + I’s in 
A gives 
~(0 + D)/2 + (u - c)(u - D)/2 = (~3 - D2)/2, 
which yields c = (U - D)/2. Let d denote the number of +1’s in the first 
(v - D)/2 columns of the i-th row of A. Adding the sums of those columns 
with a +I in the i-th row gives 
d(u + D)/2 + (k - d)(u - D)/2 = k + h(v - 2), 
which yields d = h. Consequently, without loss of generality, the inci- 
dence matrix A of a pseudo (u # 4h, k = 2h, h)-design may be assumed 
to have the form A = [B C], where 
BJh-m/2,1 = ~J+,,, 9 ~J(~+D)Iz,I = hJ,-a 3 
Jl,,-$ = (2) + D)/~.~,c,-D,/, 3 and JI,,-,C = (0 - D)/%J~I+D,,, . 
Augmenting such an incidence matrix A by an initial row of O’s, and then 
replacing each of the first (v - D)/2 columns by its complement results in 
the incidence matrix of a (u, (v - D)/2, (v - D)/2 - X)-design. Thus, the 
following theorem has been established: 
THEOREM 3.4. The existence of a (v, k, h)-design implies the existence 
of a pseudo (v, 2(k - h), k - X)-design. Conversely, the existence of a 
pseudo (v # 4h, k = 2h, h)-design imphes the existence of a (v, (v - D)/2, 
(v - D)/2 - h)-design, where D2 = v2 - 4X(0 - 1). 
Now, as a consequence of the remarks following equation (3.3), 
Theorem 3.2, and Theorem 3.4, one has: 
THEOREM 3.5. The incidence matrix of a pseudo (v, k, h)-design having 
vh # k2 has exactly two distinct column sums. When vh = k2, a pseudo 
(v, k, h)-design is equivalent to a (v’, k’, h/)-design, where v’, k’, h’ are 
obtainedfrom Theorem 3.2 or Theorem 3.4, according to whether v = 4x or 
v # 4h. 
The parameters associated with the complement of a (0, k, h)-design 
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will be denoted by U, I;, and A. Let GJ = I;@ - 1) - &a - 1). Then, since 
h = E - A, one finds that 
v2 - 4h(v - 1) = 29 - 4(k - X)(v - 1) 
= (v - 2E)2 - 4(&E - 1) - X(v - 1)) 
= (v - 2Q” - 4w. 
Thus, if a (v, E, X)-design exists, then W = 0 and v2 - 4h(v - 1) = 
(v - 2k)2, a square. Also, if v2 - 4X(v - 1) is a square, say D2, then 
E = (v - D)/2, so that D2 = (v - 21;)” and W = 0. This proves the 
following: 
THEOREM 3.6. Let W = Iz(7E - 1) - x(v - 1). Then W = 0 and 
v2 - 4h(v - 1) a square are equivalent necessary conditions for the existence 
of a (v, E, @-design. 
Let A be the incidence matrix of a given pseudo (v, k, X)-design with 
vh # k2. Let A have the first x columns with column sum s1 and the 
remaining v - x columns with column sum s2 . Then counting the number 
of +1’s in the incidence matrix yields 
xsl + (v - x) s2 = k(v - 1). (3.5) 
Now let y denote the number of +1’s in the first x columns of the i-th 
row of A. Then adding the sums of those columns with a +l in the i-th 
row gives 
which yields 
ys, + (k - Y> ~2 = k + 4~ - 21, 
y = (k + 4~ - 2) - k-MS, - ~21, 
a constant. Also, counting the number of + l’s in the first x columns of A 
one obtains 
(v- 1)y = xsr. (3.6) 
The parameters x and y just introduced will retain the above meaning for 
the remainder of this section. Also, the incidence matrix of a pseudo 
(v, k, h)-design with VX # k2 will always be assumed to have the first x 
columns with column sum s, and the remaining v - x columns with 
column sum s, . 
Equation (3.3) can be written in the form 
s2(vh - k2) + s(2k(k - h) - y) + (k - h)(y - t) = 0, (3.7) 
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where y = vt - (v - 1) k2. Let 
a = VA - k2 
b = (-v + ;)(vh - k2) - k(v - 3k + 24, 
and 
c = [(k - X)(u - 3) - (k - I)](vh - k2) + (k2 - X)(u - 3k + 24, 
so that equation (3.7) becomes as2 + bs + c = 0. Because the roots of 
this equation must be integers, it follows that a [ b and a 1 c. Therefore, 
and 
(VA - k2) I gcd{k, k2 - A} * (v - 3k + 24, 
(VA - k2) I gcd{k, A} * (v - 3k + 2X). 
Now let d = gcd{k, A}, say k = k,d and X = h,d, and let 
p(vX - k2) = d(v - 3k + 2X). 
Then the following new equation is obtained: 
s2 + (-0 + 2 - pk,) s + (v - l)[k - 1 + X,(p - d)] = 0. 





sls2 = (v - l)[k - 1 + h,(p - d)] = (v - l)(k - h + pX, - 1). 
Consider the complementary design, so that the equation corresponding 
to (3.9) is 
S2 + S(-v + pk,) + (v - l)(k, - h,)(d - p) = 0. (3.11) 
Then, because (v - l)(k, - h,)(d - p) 3 0, it follows that p < d. 
Let s1 < s2 , then using (3.5), 
k(v-l)=x.s,+(v-x)s,>xs,+(v-x)s,=vs,, 
and therefore 
s1 <k. (3.12) 
Similarly, k(v - 1) < xs2 + (v - x) s2 = 2x2 implies s2 > (v - 1) k/v, 
which in turn implies s2 > k. Hence, s1 < k < s, . 
When h = 1, all pseudo (v, k, h = I)-designs are completely determined 
by the following: 
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THEOREM 3.1. A pseudo (v, k, h = l)-design must satisfy the following: 
(1) If vh = k2, then k = 2; and for any value of v, the incidence matrix of 
such a design can be obtained by adjoining an initial column of +1’s to a 
permutation matrix of order v - 1 by v - 1. 
(2) If VX # k2 and x = 1, there are two possibilities. Either the incidence 
matrix of the pseudo (v, k, h = 1)-design can be obtained from a permuta- 
tion matrix of order v - 1 by v - 1 by adjoining an initial column of all 
j-l’s, or else the existence of the given pseudo (v, k, h = l)-design is 
equivalent to the existence of a (v - 1, k, h = 1)-design. 
(3) If VX # k2 and x > 2, the given pseudo (v, k, X = 1)-design must have 
v = k2 - k + 1. Moreover, the existence of such a design is equivalent to 
the existence of a (k2 - k + 1, k, h = 1)-design. 
The first part of the theorem follows easily, since it has already been 
observed that a pseudo (v, k, A)-design satisfying VA = k2 must have 
k = 2h. 
Now, if a given pseudo (v, k, Q-design with VA # k2 has x = 1, then 
y = 0 or y = 1. If y = 0, then s2 = k and a (v - 1, k, A)-design is 
obtained. If y = 1, then s, = v - 1, s2 = k - 1 and a (v - 1, k - 1, 
X - I)-design is obtained. 
Next, suppose that a pseudo (v, k, h = 1)-design is given, where 
vX#k2 and x32. Then d=gcd{k,l}=l,k,=k, and h,=l. 
Furthermore, the equations in (3.10) now become 
s,+s,=v-2+pk, (3.13) 
and 
sls2 = (v - l)(k + p - 2). (3.14) 
When X = 1, equation (3.8) becomes p(v - k2) = v - 3k + 2, which 
implies 
(p - l)(v - k2) = (k - l)(k - 2). (3.15) 
Let the subsets in the pseudo (v, k, A)-design be numbered so that 
xl E Xi for i = l,..., sr and x1 $ Xi for i = sr + l,..., v - 1. The subsets 
x 2 ,..., Xs, must have no other element (besides x1) in common with each 
other and with A’, . Therefore, (s, - l)(k - 1) + k < v, which implies 
(k - l)s, < v - 1. (3.16) 
Similarly, (s2 - l)(k - 1) + k < v, which implies 
(k- l)s, <v- 1. (3.17) 
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Using (3.16) and (3.17) in (3.5) it follows that 
x(v -I)/(k - 1) + (0 - x)(0 - l)/(k - 1) > k(v - I), 
which implies v > k(k - 1). 
Any set Xj , sr + 1 < j < v - 1, must intersect X, and X, in distinct 
elements. Since the total number of pairs of elements available is (k - I)“, 
it follows that the number of sets must be less than (k - l)2 + s1 ; and, 
using (3.12), v - 1 < (k - 1)” + s1 < (k - 1)” + k. Therefore, 
v<k2-k+2,andthusk2-k<v<k2-k++. 
If u = k2 - k, then, using (3.15) (p - 1)(-k) = (k - l)(k - 2), so 
that k # 1, 2. Now, gcd{k, k - 1} = 1 implies k / (k - 2), which is 
impossible. 
If v = k2 - k + 1, then, from (3.15), (p - l)(k2 - k + 1 - k2) = 
(k - l)(k - 2) whencep = 3 - k. Now, using (3.13) and (3.14), 
s,+s2=k2-k+l-2+-+k-k2=2k-1, 
and 
sls2 = k2 - k = k(k - 1). 
Therefore, s1 = k - 1 and s2 = k. Furthermore, (3.5) implies 
x(k - 1) + (k2 - k + 1 - x) k = k(k2 - k), 
which yields x = k. Also, from (3.6), 
y = xsJ(v - 1) = k(k - l)/(k2 - k) = 1. 
Hence, after appropriate permutations of the rows and columns, the 
incidence matrix of the pseudo (v, k, h)-design will be assumed to have 
the form A = [B,-1,, CV--l,v--lc], where 
L-l.kJk,l = Ju-I.1 7 Cv--l.v--kJo--k,l = (k - 1) Ju-l,lt 
Jl.v--14-w = (k - 1) J1.k 7 and Jm-G-w-k = kJ,,,-, . 
Therefore, adjoining to A an initial row with +1’s in the first k positions 
and O’s elsewhere, yields the incidence matrix of a (k2 - k + 1, k, l)- 
design. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.7. 
A pseudo (v, k, X)-design will be called primary or non-primary according 
to whether it has vh # k2 or vh = k2. 
Next it will be shown that each of two arithmetical conditions on the 
parameters a, k, h is necessary and sufficient to ensure that a primary 
pseudo (v, k, h)-design be equivalent to a (v’, k’, X’)-design. 
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THEOREM 3.8. The incia’ence matrix of a given primary pseudo (v, k, h)- 
design can be obtainedfrom the incidence matrix of a (v - 1, k - 1, X - l)- 
design by adjoining to the latter one column of all + l’s if and only if the 
parameters v, k, X satisfy (k - l)(k - 2) = (A - l)(v - 2). 
If the parameters of a given primary pseudo (0, k, A)-design satisfy 
(k - l)(k - 2) = (A - l)(v - 2) then vh - k2 = v - 3k + 2X. In this 
case, p = d and equations (3.10) become 
and 
s,+s,=v-11+-l, 
sls2 = (v - l)(k - l), 
so that s1 = k - 1 and s2 = v - 1. Now, equation (3.5) implies x = v - 1. 
Hence, in this case, the incidence matrix A of the pseudo (v, k, X)-design 
has the form 
where 
Therefore, B,-, is the incidence matrix of a (v - 1, k - 1, h - l)- 
design. 
Conversely, it follows from the existence of a (v - 1, k - 1, h - I)- 
design that (k - I)(k - 2) = (h - I)(v - 2). 
THEOREM 3.9. The incidence matrix of a given primary pseudo (v, k, h)- 
design can be obtained from the incidence matrix of a (v, k, h)-design by 
discarding .from the latter one row if and only if the parameters v, k, h 
satisfy k(k - 1) = h(v - 1). 
If the parameters of a given primary pseudo (v, k, A)-design satisfy 
k(k - 1) = h(o - l), then y = k - h and the discriminant of equation 
(3.7) is y2; it follows that the roots of equation (3.7) are s1 = k - 1 and 
s2 = k. Moreover, equation (3.5) now becomes 
x(k - 1) + (v - x) k = k(v - l), 
which yields x = k. Now, from equation (3.6) 
y = xsJ(v - 1) = k(k - I)/(0 - 1) = A. 
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Hence, in this case, the incidence matrix A of the pseudo (a, k, X)-design 
has the form 
where 
L-1,~Jlc.l = AJv-,,, . 
Thus, adjoining to A an initial row with +1’s in the first k positions 
yields a (a, k, X)-design. 
Conversely, it follows from the existence of a (0, k, A)-design that 
k(k - 1) = h(v - 1). 
4. (m, v, k, , h, , k, , X, , f, &)-DESIGNS 
Let X be a set of v elements, and let X1 ,..., X,a be subsets of X. For a 
fixed integer f, 1 <f < m, the subsets Xi ,..., X, are said to form an 
Cm, v, k , Al , k2 , & ,f, GWv if 
fk, 2 Ix,1 = )k,, l<S<f, f+lbs<m, 
1 <r,sGf, r # s, 
f+l <r,s<m, r # s, 
1 <r<f, f+l<s<m, 
and 0 < A, < k, < v - 1; 0 < A, < k, < v - 1; 0 < A, < k, , k, . If A 
is the incidence matrix of such a design, then 
(4.1) 
where IV,,, is a (0, l)-matrix satisfying 
MMT = (k, - h,) Z + h,J, (4.2) 
and Nm-f,v is a (0, I)-matrix satisfying 
NNT = (k, - h,) Z + h,J. (4.3) 
To be investigated is the relationship between the number v of elements 
and the number m of subsets. This question has been considered, for 
different types of combinatorial designs, by de Bruijn and Erdijs [I], Fisher 
(Fisher’s inequality), and Ryser [4], to mention a few. It is clear that an 
(m, v, k, , A, , k, , A, , f, Q-design has f < v and m -f < v, and hence 
m < 2v. This is improved by obtaining a best possible upper bound for 
m in terms of v. 
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THEOREM 4.1. An (m, v, k, , X, , k, , h, , f, X,)-design has m < v if 
X,2 < X,X, , or m < v + 1 if X,2 > X,h, . There exist examples of these 
designs having m = v when XS2 < h,X, , and m = v + 1 when h,2 > &X2, 
so that these upper bounds for m in terms of v are the best possible ones in 
each case. 
Let A be the incidence matrix of the design, so that (4.1), (4.2), and 
(4.3) hold. With some work, it may be determined that 
det (AAT) = (k, - hJ-’ (k, - X2)m-f-1 [k,(k, - h,) + (m -f)(k, - X,) h, 
+ (f- l)& - U Al + Cm -f)f@J2 - Ml. (4.4) 
Using the assumptions on the parameters, it is easily seen that det 
(AAT) > 0, when X,2 < A,&. In this case, m = rank (AAT) < rank A < v. 
That it is possible to have m = v when X,2 < &A,, follows from the 
existence of (v’, k’, h/)-designs, for which f = m = v = v’. 
Roughly and very briefly, the argument given originally to complete the 
proof of this result is as follows. One considers the row vectors of A as v 
dimensional vectors over the field of real numbers, and selects a maximal 
linearly independent set S of these vectors. Then it can be shown that any 
“additional” row vector in A must have a rather special form as a linear 
combination of the vectors in S. This fact can then be used to obtain the 
desired inequality m < v + 1. The following example shows that it is 
possible to have m = v + 1 when AZ2 >&A, . Let X= {x1 , x2 , x3, xp , x5 , x6}, 
Xl = {x3, x4, x5, X6>, x2 = {Xl, x2 3 x5 > x.4, Jf3 = {Xl 3 x2 > x3, x4>, 
x4 = {x1, x3, x5>, x5 = {x1, x4, 4, & = {x2 , x3, x3), and x7 = {x2, x4, x5). 
The referee suggested the following shorter argument for Theorem 4.1. 
The expression on the right-hand side of (4.4) with kj replaced by kj - x is 
the characteristic polynomial for AA T; hence, 0 is a characteristic root of 
AAT with multiplicity at most one. It follows that m - 1 < rank 
(AAT) < rank A < v, and m < v + 1. (If AAT is non-singular, as when 
X32 < A,&. then m = rank (AAT) < rank A < v.) 
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